What is Perma.cc?
Websites change or go away, and when they do, linked citations can lead to broken, changed, or even malicious pages. This is known as link rot.

Perma.cc helps scholars, journals and courts prevent link rot by creating permanent, unalterable links to the online sources that they cite.

How does Perma.cc work?
• Enter the URL of the page you want to preserve
• Perma visits the page and preserves it, depositing a copy into our collection and returning a unique URL— a Perma Link — that points to that record.

You can now use that Perma Link to give others access to a stable, accurate record of the referenced source.

Why is it a good idea?
Link rot can undermine legal writing, scholarship, or any instance where the accuracy of information cited is paramount. Perma.cc prevents link rot by archiving a copy of the source and preserving it through our network of libraries.